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• Final Presentations
• Jeremy Shugrue
• Isaac Khader
• Jordan Stone
• Evolene Premilieu
• David Miller
• Sakshi Singh
Final Presentations

• Each presentation will be of 10 minute duration with 2 minutes for questions
• The presentation (30%) and write-up (30%) will constitute 60% of the project grade (10% proposal, 20% progress and 10% peer evaluation)
• Peer evaluation will require a one page write up of each of the other 11 presentations that will include a summary and grade justification.
• More explanation of peer evaluation is in posted project write–up.
Peer Review

- Peer Review is 10% of your project grade
- The Peer Review write up will be one page in length and contain 3 sections
- The sections are summary, grade and grade justification
- You will grade each of the other presentation with a grade from 0 – 100
- The total points you can allot are 9000, that is, you could grade each presentation an 81.8
Presentation 1

- Jeremy Shugrue
Presentation 2

- Isaac Khader
Presentation 3

• Jordan Stone
Presentation 4

- Evolene Premilieu
Presentation 5

- David Miller
Presentation 6

- Sakshi Singh